Archaeology in China

Two lectures by Dr. Annie Chan
Visiting research scholar, University of Pennsylvania, Department of East Asian Languages and Civilizations

April 10th 2018, 12h15 (Phil 211)
Archaeology in China: history, trends, and prospects

April 17th 2018, 14h15 (Phil 201)
Latest archaeological research of funerary architecture in prehistoric Inner Asia (first and second millennia BCE)
Tuesday 10th 2018, 12h15
Bâtiment des Philosophes, room Phil 211

Archaeology in China: history, trends, and prospects
by Dr. Annie Chan

Some readings


Link for downloading the publications:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/reqrrsrwn3twdwn/AAD-5uU7Z0hie0l8ICv4-Koca?dl=0
Latest archaeological research of funerary architecture in prehistoric Inner Asia (first and second millennia BCE)

by Dr. Annie Chan

Some readings


Link for downloading the publications:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ex0wx4lxowke00n/AABJZT5rr51krfULPqHjy_hva?dl=0